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Outline

• Brief overview on state of South African land reform model and its 
experiences. 

• Current Institutional arrangements on South African Land Reform 
farms & lessons to learn/ learnt. 4

• Insights from TCOE Research processes 2006-2007; 2009 & 2017 
[forthcoming] (who needs land and for what).

• Re-visioning a new agrarian order (alternative models of landholding). 
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The context 

• Land reform is marked by a dismal failure since its inception in 1994.

• Delivery targets are unrealistic within the market based approach- goal post 
keeps shifting – flawed from conception.

• White owned commercial agricultural land: 82 million hectares.

• Land reform target: 24.6 million hectares=30% of 82milion.

• Lack of clarity on the 30% target: what informs/justifies it?

• 1994-2013- 4 813 (4.12) million Hectares transferred through redistribution.

• State owned land: 26 million hectares (25%) when including tribal, iNgonyama
trust lands NB this could be more if land held by parastatals is included. 

• Land reform programme biased towards large-scale commercial agriculture-this 
can help explain failure rate on land reform farms. 
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Context continued

• Estimated project failure rate arguable falls to 90% (estimation is contested 
though).

- Cousins- the figure is overstated and that the actual failure rate is close to 50% 
with further 30% considered to be struggling.

• Since 2010- LR focus has shifted towards recapitalising the failing farms (695 
farms)

• Between 2010-2012- the figure have shifted to reach the number of 1807.

• Recapitalization programme created fiscal sink holes-major cuts on acquisition of 
new farms.

• Subdivision of farm units never considered despite existing opportunities for 
informal sub-division.
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Existing landholding arrangements & Critique

• Group ownership under LRAD and SLAG- pooling together of subsidies 
produced this form of arrangement usually held in Trust or CPAs.

• Aim is to create/maintain viable commercial farm units.

• Land use planning largely depends on external experts with beneficiaries 
often excluded.

• Large groups generally plagued by internal dynamics and lack of 
accountability.

• General collapse of governance systems, free riding, collapse of 
productivity.

• Lack of clarity on exit mechanism for disgruntled beneficiaries.
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Joint Ventures

• Seen as a solution towards inclusive model of agriculture-de-racialization.

• Common types –Equity Share Schemes, Out-grower/ contract farming.

• FEW-State provides land reform subsidies to enable farmers to acquire shares in business 
enterprise but does not include land ownership rights.

• Power dynamics- equity partners have no control of how land is used including decision 
making on dividend sharing.

• Reproduction paternalistic relations on the farm.

• Commercial farmers exploit this model as means of recapitalising/bail out for their 
struggling farms.

• Further exploitation of weak tenure rights leading to possible eviction of beneficiaries on 
farms that they “co-own”.

• Government lack means of monitoring good practice on joint ventures.

• Offer opportunities for maximum exploitation of labour under contract farming model.
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Leasehold on municipal commonage

• Land use agreements accessed by individuals or group of small-scale farmers on land 
owned by municipalities.

• Has huge potential to reach out to the land needs of semi-subsistence farmers.

• Allows farmers to acquire farming skills needed to scale up their farming operations.

• BUT- this component of land redistribution is highly neglected by municipalities and 
national government. 

• Municipalities instead use available commonage to generate revenue by renting it out to 
commercial farmers that already have more land. 

• Poorly developed management systems of collectively held commonage lands. 

• PLAS- state becomes land lord and lease farms to beneficiaries with an option to buy.

• Has a potential to exclude smallholders due to emphasis on commercialisation of farm 
operations.
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New policy developments on land ownership

• Strengthening the Relative Rights of People Working the land (50/50)-
aimed at creating opportunities for farm workers to benefit from land 
reform programme. 

• Relatively new policy but has many similarities with share equity 
schemes.

• Aim to address the limitations of ESTA but criteria of years of loyal 
service dependent of the farm owner and not government.

• Again-the success or failure of this policy depends of private sector.

• One Hectare one Household- looks promising at face value BUT does 
not guarantee acceleration of land delivery.
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New policies continued

• Piloted on existing land reform projects with no clear strategy of 
rolling out to acquisition of new land including subdivision of 
commercial farms into family production units.

• Building a new house on the old foundation of malfunctioning land 
holding entities (CPAs & Trust owned lands).

• No clarity on the strength of the new land rights against existive
regime of ownership.

• deliberate effort informed by its convenience for using the already 
redistributed land as opposed to calling for one “farmer one farm”.
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Alternatives 

• The starting point should be clear identification of land need (for who 
and what)-should be key questions.

• TCOE & PLAAS 2007- pilot study done in Breede River Winelands-
aimed at exploring possibilities on how the commercial farm district 
could be transformed.

• Discovered various needs for land, preferences on how land is held & 
varied sizes depending on intended land use. 

• Process identified four models of settlement as informed by findings.
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Typology of land holding depending on needs: 
recommendations.
• Model A- food gardens farmed by individuals and families- 1 ha

• Model B- Livestock and crop production by families or cooperatives-
2-5ha.

• Model C- small to medium scale intensive farms for families and 
cooperatives-5-20ha.

• Model D-Commercial farm continued production on high value 
sectors (vines and fruit crops)-20 or more hectares.
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